A specialized and reliable partner in both road and
intermodal (road and sea) transportation, logistics and
distribution of all types of goods all over Europe.

WASTE / ADR

Trans Isole is the brand that has represented Spighetto family for two generations.
A total quality organisation with a human face, gathering ever-growing trust
and success in both road and intermodal (road and sea) transportation, integrated
logistics and distribution all over Europe.
The companys solid family run approach combined with the strong dynamism
and international know how and expertise of the management team, guarantee
the highest levels of professionalism, short delivery times, punctuality and total
care and safety in the handling of goods.
The company is able to expertly undertake transportation and shipments of any
type, from small parcels to full containers, dry foodstuffs, temperature-controlled
fresh and liquid products, through to the transportation of dangerous goods, ADR
goods and special and exceptional transports.
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THE BEST WAY TO REACH EUROPEAN DESTINATIONS
AND THE MEDITERRANEAN ISLANDS.

A SPECIALIST IN EUROPEAN ROAD AND INTERMODAL
(LAND-SEA) TRANSPORTATION FOR ALL TYPES OF GOODS.

LOGISTICS & TRASPORTATION

INTERMODAL LAND&SEA FREIGHT

ETHICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

A single, trustworthy partner to deliver your goods.
Throughout Europe.

The most sustainable, affordable and flexible way to
reach the economic heart of Europe.

A company is nothing without a sense of responsibility
to the community, the environment and the common good.

Trans Isole offers clients the companys expertise in organising domestic and international shipments
thanks to a fleet of vehicles featuring all the necessary equipment to meet every need, in synergy
with the extensive adaptability and flexibility of the companys organisational system.
We love challenges, and always say yes!
The company offers integrated services for storage and distribution logistics, via a network of its own
warehouses, featuring advanced technological systems and located in strategic hubs across Europe.
Our team is responsible for the resolution of any and all issues related to the organisational and
bureaucratic aspects of each shipment.
For the transportation of:
 Foodstuffs within the HACCP regime
 Foodstuffs with pressure release
 Cement
 Lime, dust and ash
HCCP-Compliant.
Height-adjustable semi-trailers
33 EPAL (pallets) load
Suitable for the transportation of:
 foodstuffs under HCCP (dry).
 waste of category 1/4/5 (ADR)
 dangerous goods in compliance
with the IMO Resolution.
Temperature controlled trailers,
equipped with a temperature recorder.
Suitable for transporting
both fresh and dried foodstuffs.
Load capacity 33 EPAL (pallets).
HCCP-Compliant.
Semi-trailers suitable for the transportation of
building materials, equipment, metal carpentry,
iron and derivatives.
Suitable for the transportation of dangerous
goods compliant with the IMO Resolution.

Single tank in stainless steel or aluminum, with
rear tipping, equipped with a hydraulic lid.
Suitable for the transportation of foodstuffs and
category 1/4/5 waste (ADR).
HCCP-Compliant.

Trans Isole flawlessly manages combined land-sea transport solutions (intermodal shipping) to
all European destinations and for all types of goods, without any exclusions. This is thanks to a
consolidated network of partners of excellence across Europe, which includes the Compagnia
Marittima Grimaldi Lines, of Naples.
This adaptable and flexible method of transportion, combines with optimal results heavy vehicles
and navigation, and guarantees fast and sure loading, greater load capacities and lower operating,
administration, organizational and not least environmental costs.
With this method, your goods will travel across Europe without traffic jams, incidents, accidents or
circulation bans. You can reduce loading and unloading operations, notably lowering costs, while
contributing to reducing air pollution due to lower CO2 emissions.
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Discover Trans Isoles values, fleet, services, routes
and request a quote on our website.

WWW.TRANSISOLE.COM

Trans Isole observes all of the regulations and guidelines relating to environmental protection.
The fleet boasts Euro 6 vehicles equipped with advanced technologies that ensure a low environmental
impact. The companys new warehouses and administration buildings are equipped with photovoltaic
systems to reduce air-polluting emissions. The warehouses are also designed to integrate well with
their surroundings and the environment, and feature green zones.
Trans Isole makes a daily contribution to environmental protection, thanks to procedures that
dramatically reduce single journeys, optimize flows and combine transport systems, to avoid
unnecessary pollution.
Bilateral tilting semi-trailers
equipped with hydraulic lifts.
Suitable for transportation of
scrap metals and iron-derivatives.

30-feet tilting semi-trailers.
Suitable for the transportation of containers.
Suitable for the transportation of
category 1/4/5 waste (ADR).
Complies with the IMO Resolution
for intermodal services.

Height adjustable tilting semi-trailers,
suitable for the transportation of
machinery and large volume goods.

Semi-trailers expandable up to 24 metres
in length and with a transportation weight of
up to portable weighing up to 45 tons.

Semi-trailers suitable for the transportation of
bulk goods with a specific, low weight.
Suitable for the transportation of
category 1/4 waste.

